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The Scary Monster
1. Noun
2. Emotion
3. Animal
4. Animal
5. Plural Animal Part - Claws Ears Horns Etc
6. Number
7. Plural Body Part
8. Amount Of Time - Four Days Or Eight Minutes Etc
9. Plural Body Part
10. Food
11. Verb
12. Something Outside Plural - Mountains Hills Clouds Etc
13. Noun - Plural
14. Plural Transportation
15. Single Piece Of Clothing
16. Plural Clothing
17. Noun
18. Verb Plus Ed
19. Animal Sound - Tweeting Barking Etc
20. Animal (Plural)
21. Another Noise - Banging Thumping Etc
22. Emotion
23. Verb Plus Ing

24. Single Piece Of Clothing
25. Noun
26. Verb Plus Ed
27. Noun
28. Color
29. Adjective
30. Number
31. Color
32. Preposition - Backwards Forwards Sideways Etc
33. Verb Plus Ed
34. Transportation
35. Emotion
36. Noun - Plural
37. Adjective
38. Adjective

The Scary Monster
It was a dark night with a full

in the sky. The news said there was a

Noun

the loose. They said to watch out for a halfand

plural animal part - claws ears horns etc

every

Number

, I couldn't get a taxi because I had no

, got out my flashlight and grabbed a

plural clothing

just in case, and I

single piece of clothing

to cry! I started

emotion

got caught on a

waste, I ripped it off and

verb plus ED

when I looked back up I suddenly saw a
legged creature with glowing
preposition - backwards forwards sideways etc

when a
home

Noun - Plural

transportation

and the

single piece of

from the nearest tree

Noun

sounds, but that's common on a full moon, there are usually a lot of

out at night. Then I started hearing

this point I was too

food

fast, really fast! When I reached the middle of the woods I started hearing

verb plus ED

animal sound - tweeting barking etc

Animal (plural)

and raw

plural body part

weren't running that late. I had to take my chances. I threw on my

plural transportation

and

. He comes out to hunt once

plural body part

home from work and the only way home was through the

verb

something outside plural - mountains hills clouds etc

clothing

creature with fangs, giant

Animal

. He feeds on human

amount of time - four days or eight minutes etc

. It was on a night I had to

half-

Animal

monster on

emotion

color

Noun

another noise - banging thumping etc

verb plus ING

noises behind me. At

through the trees when my

, I struggled to untangle it but there was just no time to

as fast as I could. Then I noticed I had dropped my
color

figure, it looked like a

Adjective

Noun

,

Number

eyes just staring at me. I took a deep breath and ran
, took a corner and

verb plus ED

stopped and offered to take me home. I was so

my way to the open road. That's
emotion

at that point, I got

safely and locked all my
Adjective

Noun - Plural

life!!
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. This was definitely the most

Adjective

night of my

